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Abstract
Part I of this paper outlined the three standard approaches to the teaching of critical thinking: the normative (or philosophical), cognitive psychology, and educational taxonomy approaches. The paper contrasted these with the visualisation approach; in particular, computer-aided argument mapping (CAAM), and presented a detailed account of the CAAM methodology and a theoretical justification for its use. This part develops further support for CAAM. A case is made that CAAM improves critical thinking because it minimises the cognitive burden of prose and the demands that arguments in prose typically place on memory. CAAM also has greater usability, complements the imperfect human cognitive system, and adopts a logic of semi-formality which is both natural and intuitive. The paper claims that CAAM is an important advance given that traditional stand-alone critical thinking courses do not teach critical thinking as well as they as they are assumed to do. It is also important given that tertiary education fails to deliver improvements in critical thinking gains for too many students. The paper outlines results from a number of empirical studies that demonstrate that CAAM yields robust gains in critical thinking as measured by independent tests. Students themselves also believe CAAM to be beneficial as noted in coded responses to surveys. I conclude the paper by comparing the traditional approaches to the teaching of critical thinking to the visualisation approach. I argue that CAAM should taken seriously in the context of contemporary educational practices.
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1. Introduction

Part I of this paper (Davies 2012) concluded with a summary of the theoretical justifications why CAAM might be a useful way to teach critical thinking skills. I begin this part by outlining practical justifications as well. This consists of three main points: usability, complementation, and semi-formality. After this, I summarise the empirical evidence supporting the CAAM approach. I conclude by summarizing the differences between the visualisation approach and more traditional approaches to the teaching of critical thinking.

2. Practical Justification for CAAM

2.1 Usability

A practical reason why argument maps appear to work better compared to the prose alternative, when it comes to teaching the argument analysis component of critical thinking, concerns the greater usability of maps. Usability is a comparative, not an absolute term in this context. It is not being suggested that argument maps are more usable on some kind of independent, objective metric. Rather, I am claiming—as does van Gelder (2007)—that argument mapping is often simply better than prose alternative. Mapping, I believe, constitutes an advance on ways of representing reasoning in the same way as the typewriter constituted an advance in representing thought compared to handwriting using a fountain pen. Similarly, the word processor constituted an advanced over the typewriter for meeting the same objective (van Gelder, 2007).

Historically, humans have always used specially designed tools to help them achieve various aims. The fountain pen, ballpoint pen, typewriter and word processor represented a series of technical improvements in the use of tools in ways of making thoughts visible, and thereby able to be communicated. When it comes to representing reasoning, however, the lineage in the use of tools for this purpose is less clear. Aside from the use of visual forms of representation of arguments by a very small percentage of the population (Toulmin diagrams, Venn diagrams), humans still overwhelmingly read and process arguments only in prose. Why is this? It is hard to think that the reason is any more than historical precedent. It might also be because to date there has been no suitable tool which humans have found which has been suitable for the task. However, with argument mapping there may now be a tool.

I claim that there is no compelling reason to continue using prose as the only means of transmitting and processing arguments if there are better ways to do
so. My point is not, of course, to replace prose, but to augment prose with software specially designed for the purpose of creating maps of arguments. Argument maps provide this ability. Using “argument processors” like Rationale™ is the way of the future when it comes to teaching critical thinking. Empirical evidence for this is provided in Section 4 of this paper.

### 2.2 Complementation

This is another pragmatic reason to think of argument mapping as an advance on prose representations of arguments. This point follows from the previous point about usability and the remarks made earlier about the cognitive burden of prose, cognitive complexity and the limitations of human memory (See Davies, 2012, Part I, Section 6). Visual representations and displays, such as maps, naturally complement our very imperfect cognitive apparatus. The human brain is a product of evolution and constitutes a system that is very well adapted to meeting survival needs. This includes living in a group of social animals, communicating with each other, finding shelter, food, mating, and rearing our young, amongst others. To a certain degree, making basic inferences is one of those survival skills. However, the ability to process long, complex arguments expressed in dense prose is clearly not one of those survival skills. This is a very recent requirement of the sophisticated animal that the human being has become, and it has occurred relatively recently in our evolutionary development (van Gelder, 2007). It is to be expected that the brain has not evolved this skill, as it is not central to human survival. Like the ability to process complex mathematical equations, cultural evolution has, to a degree, outstripped survival needs, and we require the assistance of technology to aid us in these areas. For complex mathematical equations, we use a calculator or a computer. However, for processing complex arguments, we have yet to make the leap from the traditional method of processing prose to the use of dedicated software for representing arguments. However, this technology now exists. It constitutes, I think, a natural complement for us in doing what our imperfect brains cannot do well unaided: namely, critical thinking.

### 2.3 Semi-formality

A final pragmatic reason for considering argument mapping a new tool for representing arguments concerns its semi-formality. In argument mapping, there is no expectation that users are required to master and use the abstruse symbolism of formal logical systems. Rather, the argument mapping technique more closely approximates the “ordinary language” critical thinking that we normally use in daily life. It puts into visual form what seems natural to us: if an unusual or non-trivial claim is made, and we are in a clear frame of mind, we require a reason, or reasons, to believe it, and then evidence to support the reason(s). Without this, we generally find assertions unacceptable. Argument mapping is based on this semi-formal reasoning.

In van Gelder’s words: “there is a ‘sweet spot’ somewhere on the spectrum between ordinary informal practices at one end, with their sloppiness and disorder, and purely formal techniques at the other, with their rigidity and limited range of application” (van Gelder, 2007, p. 17). Argument mapping provides this “sweet spot.” Beyond being required to clearly express propositions in the form of grammatically complete, singular declarative sentences, eliminating any unnecessary words that do not bear directly on the argument being made, and providing evidential links for any claims that are specified, there are no further demands on the user. Formal logic is not required. This means that argument mapping, potentially at least, provides a very natural means by which students can learn to be better critical thinkers. I provide evidence that it does in this paper.

### 3. Traditional Courses in Critical Thinking Don’t Work As Well As They Might

I make the case for argument mapping as a valuable new way of teaching critical thinking in three steps: first, I provide evidence that traditional courses in Philosophy have little impact, second, those Philosophy courses that are specifically designed to teach critical thinking do work, but not as well as they might; third, I provide evidence that courses in critical thinking taught using the argument mapping method do appear to produce greater results than courses without argument mapping. This triple-pronged approach provides prima facie support for idea that the argument mapping approach to teaching critical thinking is long overdue.

#### 3.1 Does Teaching Philosophy Improve Critical Thinking Skills?

Others have in fact, already done the first step in my argument. Here I merely summarise their results. In a strikingly original master’s thesis completed at the University of Melbourne, Claudia María Álvarez Ortiz (2007) has investigated the widely held assumption that philosophy courses improve skills in critical thinking, and found the evidence wanting. Long assumed to be the case, Álvarez Ortiz puts to the test the claim that courses in Philosophy (and training in Logic in particular), actually improve critical thinking skills.

Álvarez Ortiz notes the pointlessness of basing any assessment about purported gains in critical thinking just on a literature review of the very divergent empirical studies in this area. This is because the literature uses very different sampling techniques, different standard measures of critical thinking, and compares different outcomes (her review mentions the empirical literature in the area known as Philosophy for Children, as well as studies from both undergraduate and graduate courses in critical thinking) (Alvarez, 2007, pp. 35-50). She
also draws attention to the misleading nature of a “vote counting” approach, where the number of studies which show a positive gain are simply weighed against those that do not, as studies might have very different population sizes (pp. 53-54). She concludes that a meta-analysis of the results of the empirical literature that compares the effect sizes of the extant studies, and which enables comparison in both the magnitude and direction of the purported gains, is the only sensible way to proceed.

However, the results obtained from this method are not encouraging for those that assume that the study of Philosophy improves skills in critical thinking. She bases her meta-analysis on three research questions:

1) To what extent do critical thinking skills increase for students studying Anglo-American analytic philosophy?
2) To what extent do critical thinking skills increase for students studying subjects other than Anglo-American analytic philosophy?; and
3) To what extent do critical thinking skills increase for students studying critical thinking (CT) in a course specifically designed to teach those skills either as a philosophy course or outside philosophy?

She also uses two independent variables: the amount of philosophy instruction received, and the amount of critical thinking instruction received. Moreover, she includes in her study only empirical studies that are of no less than one semester of instruction in duration. By way of investigating her research questions, she also appears to find data supporting computer-aided argument mapping as a technique; in particular an approach known as “LAMP” (see below).

Álvarez Ortiz classifies the various studies into the following seven groups (I include the labels for each group provided by Álvarez Ortiz, p. 60):

1. Pure Phil: CT taught by means of explicit instruction via standard philosophy courses (Ethics, Introduction to Philosophy, etc.); subjects intended to “promote a critical attitude” (Álvarez Ortiz, 2007, p. 58);
2. Phil CT, No AM: CT taught in philosophy departments, and which explicitly teach critical thinking using traditional didactic techniques such as questioning and conventional lectures, but which do not teach the use of argument mapping (AM);
3. Phil CT AM: CT taught in philosophy departments using traditional didactic techniques, and including some use of argument mapping;
4. Phil LAMP: CT taught in philosophy departments using unconventional techniques (in particular, AM), and including a considerable amount of practice with mapping in classes (hereafter: Lots of Argument Mapping Practice, or LAMP);
5. No Phil, Ded-CT: Courses taught in other departments (not philosophy), but which offer programs designed and dedicated to teaching critical thinking;
6. No Phil Some CT: Courses taught in other departments (not philosophy), and which do not explicitly teach critical thinking, but which offers some pedagogical strategies in class for improving these skills (e.g., critical writing);
7. No Phil, No CT: Courses in subjects other than philosophy with no attempts in teaching CT.

What does the data demonstrate? Based on a statistically significant sample size of fifty-two separate studies, which reported one hundred and nineteen research findings, and using a single semester’s gains in CT as the measure, she finds the following (the numbers in parentheses refer to the separate groups noted above):

1. Comparing groups (1-3) and (5-7) above. There are significant CT gains for subjects taught in Philosophy (with or without explicit teaching of CT), compared to subjects taught outside Philosophy (with or without explicit teaching of CT) (p<.01). This seems to indicate the studying Philosophy improves critical thinking compared to studying non-Philosophy subjects. But the gains are, surprisingly, not great.
2. Comparing (1) and (7): Pure Philosophy courses with no specialised CT component, do not unambiguously demonstrate appreciable gains in CT over a semester than other non-Philosophy courses with no explicit training in CT. The confidence intervals overlap only slightly. (p<.05);
Álvarez Ortiz then compares “pure” Philosophy instruction with various ways in which CT is taught in its own right:

1. Comparing (1) and (2-3): There are significant CT gains in subjects where CT is taught compared to subjects taught in pure Philosophy (p<.05). This suggests it is best to teach CT explicitly.
2. Comparing (1) and (2): There are no significant CT gains in subjects where CT is taught using traditional techniques (i.e., no argument mapping), compared to subjects taught in pure Philosophy (p<0.435). This accords with [1] above.
3. Comparing (1) and (3): There are significant CT gains in subjects where CT is taught in Philosophy using some argument mapping compared to subjects taught in pure Philosophy (p<.01).
4. Comparing (1) and (5): There are no significant CT gains in subjects where CT is taught as part of a non-Philosophy subject, compared to subjects taught in pure Philosophy (p<.272).
5. Comparing (1) with (5) and (6): There are no significant CT gains in subjects where CT is taught as part of a non-Philosophy subject, compared to subjects taught in pure Philosophy (p<.806).
6. Comparing (1) with (2) and (5): There are no significant CT gains in subjects where CT is taught
in either in or outside Philosophy subjects using traditional approaches to teaching CT compared to subjects taught in pure Philosophy (p<.0324).

7. Comparing (2) and (3) with (7): There are statistically significant gains when taught CT in Philosophy, compared to subjects outside Philosophy with no CT taught (p<.01). Again, however, these gains are not high.

8. Comparing (5) and (6) with (7): There are CT gains for subjects taught outside Philosophy, but containing some CT, compared to subjects outside Philosophy with no CT taught at all (p<.01).

Comparing the three salient groups where critical thinking is explicitly taught as part of a philosophy subject: 2. Phil CT, No AM, 3. Phil CT AM, and 4. Phil LAMP, she finds that the standard deviations are 0.34, 0.51, and 0.78 respectively. This, to say the least, is a striking finding. It appears that teaching with argument mapping results in higher gains than teaching critical thinking in the traditional way as part of a Philosophy course, and teaching argument mapping with lots of argument mapping practice (LAMP) results in the highest gains of all.

It is clear from these findings that it is better to explicitly teach critical thinking than not to teach it at all. This may not be surprising. However, the gains expected from the teaching of critical thinking using traditional techniques as part of a philosophy course, or as part of non-philosophy subjects that aim to teach some critical thinking, are not as great as might be expected. By contrast, teaching using an argument mapping technique, and in particular, using a lots-of-argument-mapping (LAMP) approach, appears to yield much higher gains. See the tables of relative critical thinking gains in Álvarez Ortiz (2007, pp. 69-70).

3.2 Does a University Education Improve Critical Thinking Skills?

If philosophy instruction in general courses does not yield significant gains in critical thinking, there seems little hope that university training in general will produce gains. This is despite the fact that most universities boldly proclaim in their advertising documents that it does.

Indeed, there is dispiriting evidence that university study in general, does not impart significant skills in critical thinking. Larson, Britt and Kurby have found that many students leave university “unable to understand, evaluate, or write arguments” (A. A. Larson, Britt, & Kurby, 2009, p. 340). Their study, involving 57 native English-speaking students, found that college students “frequently failed to distinguish acceptable arguments from structurally flawed arguments” (p. 358). “Acceptable arguments” are ones in which a student can distinguish warranted from unwarranted arguments (i.e., supported by a reason) and to distinguish those from assertions (without any reasons at all). For example, consider the following example:

1a People should be allowed to have only two biological children
1b People should be allowed to have only two biological children because children are small
1c People should be allowed to have only two biological children because it would help stabilize population growth.

College students, it appears, could only identify warranted arguments (1c) from unwarranted arguments (1b), from assertions (1a) with only 66% baseline accuracy.

Another study involving 76 native English-speaking tertiary students found that students are “not skilled at identifying key elements of an argumentative text” and “were not proficient comprehenders of natural, written arguments” (M. Larson, Britt, & Larson, 2004, pp. 205, 220). Only 30% of all participants could identify and distinguish between claims (assertions) and reasons in a text. Most selected reasons that could not support the claims being made, and mistakenly identified counter-claims as main claims.

By far the most substantive study of recent days is the study by Arum and Roksa (2011). In a five-year study involving 2322 American college students, they report findings that 45% of students made no significant improvement in their critical thinking skills during the first two years of college and 36% made no significant improvement after an entire four-year college degree (Arum & Roksa, 2011, p. 36). Disturbing as this may be, it is consistent with Deanna Kuhn’s finding that the majority of people cannot reliably exhibit skills on critical thinking under test conditions (Kuhn, 1991), and with other work on the failure of contemporary educational practices to instil critical thinking amongst students (Means & Voss, 1996; Perkins, 1985; Perkins, Allen, & Hafner, 1983).

By far the most substantive study of recent days is the study by Arum and Roksa (2011). In a five-year study involving 2322 American college students, they report findings that 45% of students made no significant improvement in their critical thinking skills during the first two years of college and 36% made no significant improvement after an entire four-year college degree (Arum & Roksa, 2011, p. 36). Disturbing as this may be, it is consistent with Deanna Kuhn’s finding that the majority of people cannot reliably exhibit skills on critical thinking under test conditions (Kuhn, 1991), and with other work on the failure of contemporary educational practices to instil critical thinking amongst students (Means & Voss, 1996; Perkins, 1985; Perkins, Allen, & Hafner, 1983).

It can be concluded from the above that doubts can be cast on the twin propositions that university in general makes any significant improvement in critical thinking skills, and studying philosophy in particular results in substantial gains in critical thinking. While studying philosophy is better than not studying it at all, the improvements made appear to be marginal.

4. Classes in Argument Mapping Do Work

I now turn my attention to evidence that instruction in argument mapping results in critical thinking gains. We have just seen from the Álvarez Ortiz metaanalysis that there is some basis for believing that LAMP, i.e., lots of argument mapping practice, results in higher critical thinking gains than taking a standard critical thinking course taught in a Philosophy department. But what is the evidence that CAAM actually improves critical thinking? There are a small, but growing, number of dedicated studies in this relatively new area of research: 1) quantitative studies; 2)
qualitative studies; and 3) mixed studies outlining both empirical and qualitative data.

4.1 The van Gelder, Bissett and Cumming Study

A paper by van Gelder, Bissett and Cumming (2004) was probably the first controlled study in this area. It evaluated the question of how people can obtain mastery of critical thinking skills, beyond competence and that level which can be obtained by maturation alone. They looked at the literature on attaining expertise and the “deliberate practice hypothesis” (DPH) as the key contemporary framework by which mastery in any area or skill is achieved (Ericsson & Charness, 1994; Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesche-Romer, 1993; Ericsson & Lehmann, 1996). The DPH is the view that expertise, is achieved by large amounts of practice of the following kind:

1) practice is aimed at conscious improvement of a skill,
2) practice involves regular periods of concentration of limited duration,
3) practice involves the use of exercises which improve performance,
4) exercises are repeated frequently in practice sessions until the desired level of expertise is attained,
5) practice exercises are graduated in difficulty from simple to more complex, and
6) a specialist mentor or coach provides supervision and guidance in the practice sessions.

The literature on the acquisition of expertise notes that to achieve standards beyond mere competence and approaching mastery requires, at minimum, ten years of practice of the kind described above, guided by a coach, and involving thousands of hours of deliberate practice (Ericsson & Charness, 1994; Ericsson, et al., 1993; Ericsson & Lehmann, 1996).

Van Gelder, Bissett and Cumming conjecture that critical thinking is no different from other kinds of skill (playing the piano, playing tennis, performance in mathematics), and that expertise in critical thinking requires similar conditions. If these conditions are simulated, then students will improve critical thinking beyond that expected by maturation alone. Their paper involved testing this proposition using computer-aided argument mapping (CAAM), and in particular, lots of argument mapping practice (LAMP) with CAAM, as the variable under investigation.

They conducted an empirical study to simulate these conditions involving a pre-test, post-test experimental design. The experiment involved experimental and control groups, and trials held during a full-semester course in critical reasoning at the University of Melbourne. A full-semester course is 12-weeks in the Australian context, unlike 14 weeks in the US, and with fewer contact hours per week. This experiment was conducted twice (2002 and 2003), and as the experimental design was identical, the data was combined. The number of participants in each year was 146, but owing to the need to ensure privacy screening of their computer responses, and availability for self-reports at the end of semester, this reduced the sample size and resulted in 51 usable observations in each year.

The experimental group was introduced to argument mapping, and was required to complete exercises in argument mapping during class. Students were asked to do online exercises in argument mapping after class. The online lessons comprised six tutorials on argument mapping, and twenty-four supplementary lessons. The control group was taught critical thinking in the conventional way. The number of hours spent doing argument mapping exercises on the computer were tracked by means of a computer-based counter recording the number of mouse clicks, and by means of a survey at the end of semester. These measures were compared. The measurement of critical thinking gains was achieved by two separate testing sessions using the California Critical Thinking Skills Test (CCTST), a well-validated and widely used measure of critical thinking (Facione, 1990). Note that, as the CCTST and the exercises in argument mapping conducted during and after class were substantially different in nature, any resulting gains could not be explained by “teaching to the test.” As an additional measure to ensure that any resulting gains did not arise from simply doing the CCTST test twice, different tests were administered, i.e., Form A of the CCTST was administered at the start of semester and Form B was administered at the end of semester to one group, while this procedure was reversed for the other group.

Whilst the experimenters could clearly not simulate the kind of structured conditions that approximated those mentioned typical of expert performance, they did try to approach these conditions as closely as possible given the constraints of a normal semester-length university subject. In the authors’ words: “[the experiment] falls short of deliberate practice as it would be experienced by elite performers in other domains” (van Gelder, Bissett, & Cumming, 2004, p. 149).

Even so, they found that there were positive relationships between the computer-recorded measures of practice, and weak to moderate positive relationships among the student self-reports. They also found that the amount of activities, and time spent practicing with the argument mapping software, were weak to moderately related to the gain in critical thinking achieved. Regression analysis showed that amount of practice predicted the gain in critical thinking.

Most surprising was the fact that the critical thinking gains in the experimental group in both cohorts (i.e., the students completing argument mapping tasks) averaged 0.8 of a standard deviation. This constituted a gain in critical reasoning—over a 12-week semester—of roughly the amount expected in an entire three- to four year undergraduate education (van Gelder, et al., 2004,
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1) practice is aimed at conscious improvement of a skill,
2) practice involves regular periods of concentration of limited duration,
3) practice involves the use of exercises which improve performance,
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The literature on the acquisition of expertise notes that to achieve standards beyond mere competence and approaching mastery requires, at minimum, ten years of practice of the kind described above, guided by a coach, and involving thousands of hours of deliberate practice (Ericsson & Charness, 1994; Ericsson, et al., 1993; Ericsson & Lehmann, 1996).

Van Gelder, Bissett and Cumming conjecture that critical thinking is no different from other kinds of skill (playing the piano, playing tennis, performance in mathematics), and that expertise in critical thinking requires similar conditions. If these conditions are simulated, then students will improve critical thinking beyond that expected by maturation alone. Their paper involved testing this proposition using computer-aided argument mapping (CAAM), and in particular, lots of argument mapping practice (LAMP) with CAAM, as the variable under investigation.

They conducted an empirical study to simulate these conditions involving a pre-test, post-test experimental design. The experiment involved experimental and control groups, and trials held during a full-semester course in critical reasoning at the University of Melbourne. A full-semester course is 12-weeks in the Australian context, unlike 14 weeks in the US, and with fewer contact hours per week. This experiment was conducted twice (2002 and 2003), and as the experimental design was identical, the data was combined. The number of participants in each year was 146, but owing to the need to ensure privacy screening of their computer responses, and availability for self-reports at the end of semester, this reduced the sample size and resulted in 51 usable observations in each year.

The experimental group was introduced to argument mapping, and was required to complete exercises in argument mapping during class. Students were asked to do online exercises in argument mapping after class. The online lessons comprised six tutorials on argument mapping, and twenty-four supplementary lessons. The control group was taught critical thinking in the conventional way. The number of hours spent doing argument mapping exercises on the computer were tracked by means of a computer-based counter recording the number of mouse clicks, and by means of a survey at the end of semester. These measures were compared. The measurement of critical thinking gains was achieved by two separate testing sessions using the California Critical Thinking Skills Test (CCTST), a well-validated and widely used measure of critical thinking (Facione, 1990). Note that, as the CCTST and the exercises in argument mapping conducted during and after class were substantially different in nature, any resulting gains could not be explained by “teaching to the test.” As an additional measure to ensure that any resulting gains did not arise from simply doing the CCTST test twice, different tests were administered, i.e., Form A of the CCTST was administered at the start of semester and Form B was administered at the end of semester to one group, while this procedure was reversed for the other group.

Whilst the experimenters could clearly not simulate the kind of structured conditions that approximated those mentioned typical of expert performance, they did try to approach these conditions as closely as possible given the constraints of a normal semester-length university subject. In the authors’ words: “[the experiment] falls short of deliberate practice as it would be experienced by elite performers in other domains” (van Gelder, Bissett, & Cumming, 2004, p. 149).

Even so, they found that there were positive relationships between the computer-recorded measures of practice, and weak to moderate positive relationships among the student self-reports. They also found that the amount of activities, and time spent practicing with the argument mapping software, were weak to moderately related to the gain in critical thinking achieved. Regression analysis showed that amount of practice predicted the gain in critical thinking.

Most surprising was the fact that the critical thinking gains in the experimental group in both cohorts (i.e., the students completing argument mapping tasks) averaged 0.8 of a standard deviation. This constituted a gain in critical reasoning—over a 12-week semester—of roughly the amount expected in an entire three- to four year undergraduate education (van Gelder, et al., 2004,

4.2 The Krampe, Bissett and Cumming Study

Krampe, Bissett and Cumming (2004) looked at the literature on attaining expertise and the...
p. 148). This was achieved in less than 100 hours of class time, and much less than the number of hours normally taught in a US-based course of a similar nature. Given that other authoritative measures of the amount of gain in critical thinking over the entire course of an undergraduate education only average about 0.50-1.0 SD, this seems surprisingly high (Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991). The gains made were also considerably higher than other documented critical thinking gains in the literature, i.e., by Lehmann (1963), and Hatcher (1999) which were roughly half of the van Gelder et. al. study. It was surmised that LAMP was the principal factor contributing to these strong gains. However, these results required further study, and replication, before any claims can be made concerning the reliability of the data.

4.2 The Twardy Study

A second study repeating the van Gelder, et al., experiment, was conducted by Twardy, who was based at a rival Australian university, but who was co-opted to trial CAAM at the University of Melbourne (Twardy, 2004). Twardy was interested to establish whether the findings in the van Gelder study were due to the “founder effect” (i.e., the originator of the method both teaching the class and conducting the experiment) and how much the gains were due to the argument mapping method practiced intensively under structured conditions.

The same experimental design was adopted with students divided into experimental and control groups, and using a pre-test/post-test design. The total number of students in the cohort was 125, and Twardy himself took a tutorial class of nine students. The CCTST was administered twice as before, with half the students randomly receiving one version of the test, and the other half the other version. At the end of semester, this procedure was repeated. The major difference in this study was the Twardy himself was, by his own admission, unfamiliar with the CAAM method and inexperienced with the software, and gave a “poorly-taught first half of the semester” (Twardy, 2004, p. 2).

Even under these conditions, however, the experimental group results showed gains of 0.72 SD, roughly 90 percent of the gains of the previous study by van Gelder, et. al. The effect sizes of 0.7 were higher than that reported elsewhere (Donohue, Van Gelder, Cumming, & Bissett, 2002). Again, this was a significant improvement in critical thinking, as measured by an independent test, compared to other studies noted earlier. With this repeated study showing almost identical gains, it was beginning to seem as though argument mapping was a worthy new approach to the teaching of critical thinking.

4.3 The Butchart et al. Study

More recently, others have conducted a quite independent study into the use of CAAM (Butchart et al., 2009). The researchers were again based at a rival institution from the original van Gelder study mentioned above. Using the same methodology as the van Gelder, et. al., and Twardy studies, they compared critical thinking gains over a two and a half-year period (2004-2006) using a variety of different teaching methods. In each semester different teaching techniques were employed in the classroom to a cohort size averaging around 46 students. These techniques consisted of the following:

1. a course using argument mapping with automated feedback and in this instance, they used a CAAM system of their own design involving instant computer-based feedback on student responses during exercises;
2. a standard critical thinking course taught didactically in lecture-tutorial format;
3. a course taught using CAAM but without automatic, computer-generated feedback;
4. a course using a technique called “active open-minded thinking” (AOMT). This involved teaching ways of avoiding bias and weighing and considering evidence carefully, a technique attributed to Baron (1994); and
5. a course involving the use of peer instruction. The peer instruction technique involved the teacher asking multiple-choice questions at strategic moments during each class to which the students were required to respond using flash cards.

Once again, the use of CAAM was instrumental in achieving much higher gains than traditional approaches to teaching critical thinking. The results were 0.45 SD for argument mapping using automated feedback compared to 0.19 SD for the course taught using the standard didactic approach. Interestingly, peer instruction achieved nearly equivalent gains as CAAM (0.40 SD) and more than CAAM used without automatic feedback (0.22 SD). The lowest critical thinking gains were AOMT at 0.14 SD, closely followed by the course taught in the traditionally way at 0.19 SD. However, in this study it is unclear how much of the gains were due to argument mapping, and how much were confounded by other variables.

4.4 The Harrell Studies

Mara Harrell at Carnegie-Mellon University in the US has conducted a number of empirical studies quite independently of the work being done in Australia. In one recent study she trialed the effectiveness of argument mapping using a quasi-experimental design involving four tutorial groups (or “sections”) of students (Harrell, 2011). Her interest was whether, given the variable initial competencies in critical thinking skills, students with lower initial ability (as measured by a pre-test) gain more from argument diagramming than students with a higher initial ability.

In the first study involving two separate experimen-
tual trials, the control and experimental groups completed an Introduction to Philosophy course after completing a test of reasoning designed to elicit their skills in critical thinking by identifying the conclusion in short passages of text. The cohort consisted of 139 students. The control groups (three separate sections comprising a total of 33 women and 71 men) were then taught the subject using traditional approaches, and not using argument diagramming. The experimental section, comprising 13 women and 22 men, was taught using argument mapping. Each class had separate lecturers and teaching assistants. Papers in the post-test were independently coded, and only students who completed both pre- and post tests were included in the analysis. Students were divided into levels depending on their pre-test scores: i.e., low, intermediate and high academic level. Results indicated both that: 1) overall, students taught argument diagramming performed better on the post test than students who did not, and 2) students in each academic level performed significantly better (for low and intermediate levels, 6.9 and 6.9 respectively, compared to 2.8 and 3.5). However, the gains in the high academic level treatment group remained about the same before and after the intervention.

Harrell conducted a repeat experiment to confirm these results and, in doing so, controlled for a number of mitigating factors that may have confounded the results. These included the size of the experimental group (which was smaller than the control groups) and the fact that the treatment group had the same lecturer for the duration of the class, while the control groups had different lecturers.

In the follow-up experiment, three separate classes comprising 21 women and 47 men formed the treatment or experimental groups, and two classes comprising 17 women and 45 men formed the control groups. This redressed the problem in the first study where there were different numbers in control and experimental groups, and in this case all classes were taught with multiple instructors. She also used modified versions of the pre- and post-test reasoning tests, and modified the tests to elicit the students’ understanding of a number of facets of argumentation: conclusions or contentions, premises and reasons, and inferential connections between reasons and contentions. She also asked students to provide a graphical representation of the arguments, and state whether the arguments was “good” or “bad” and to explain their decision. In all other respects this study was the same as the pilot.

Results indicated that initial pre-test score was a statistically significant predictor of their post-test score, but that this time the average critical thinking gains were not greater in the treatment groups than the control groups (0.22 compared to 0.18). However, the post-test scores were higher for students who were in the treatment groups, compared to the control groups, and in addition, students who had the lowest pre-test scores made the highest gains in critical thinking than either the intermediate or advanced groups (0.39, compared to 0.17 and 0.10 respectively). It appears that high achieving students do not improve much from being taught argument diagramming, however students who are low achieving do. In fact, from Harrell’s study, students with low critical thinking skills benefit the most from being exposed to argument diagramming techniques compared to low-achieving students exposed to traditional teaching methods. Moreover, the critical thinking gains were much higher when exposed to argument mapping over one semester than the purported gains over the course of an entire degree reported elsewhere (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005). These results were borne out in both the pilot and main studies. Harrell has also conducted an earlier study demonstrating surprising gains, and which “significantly raises a student’s ability to analyse, comprehend, and evaluate arguments” (Harrell, 2005, p. 23).

The above studies were conducted using iLogos, an alternate argument mapping software. In a separate study Harrell has found that the use of computer software is incidental to the gains in critical thinking. It is not the software that appears to be making the difference, it is the activity of mapping arguments (Harrell, 2007 & 2012). However, the use of software may be responsible for additional levels of student engagement in critical thinking tasks which has been reported elsewhere (Davies, 2009).

4.5 The Carrington et al. Study

In a recent mixed methodology study by a number of authors at a Commerce Faculty, CAAM was trialed in the context of a normal subject stream in two subjects. The two subjects used for the CAAM intervention were Financial Accounting (FA) and Marketing and Society (MS), both offered in the second semester of 2009 (Carrington, Chen, Davies, Kaur, & Neville, 2011). The student cohorts were large, 109 and 182, respectively. The application of argument mapping was largely similar in each subject, involving a single, one-hour lecture on principles of argument mapping repeated to several tutorial classes. This was followed by the use of argument mapping in tutorial discussions and in some assessment tasks as part of the subjects concerned. However, there was no follow-up guidance or instruction in the use of argument mapping, nor any stipulation that computer software needed to be used. The authors were interested to know if this minimalist, “one-shot inoculation” intervention would make any difference to: a) the critical thinking abilities of students, or b) their self-perceptions of their own critical thinking skills as a result of using the argument mapping method.

The study adopted a self-reported questionnaire approach to examine the effectiveness of CAAM. The questionnaire was conducted at the end of the semester
for both the Financial Accounting and Marketing students. Analysis of the descriptive statistics from the questionnaire responses suggested that CAAM is an effective critical thinking tool. It facilitated the students’ understanding process of the subject topics and subsequently helped in the write-ups of the related assignments. Further regression analysis indicates that the students valued CAAM most in the understanding of arguments. In an attempt to triangulate the results, the Marketing students were asked to complete the California Critical Thinking Skills Test (CCTST) test prior to, and following, the normal semester workload. The results of the CCTST showed significant improvement in critical thinking skills (a rise of 4.4 percent overall gain across all sub-scales) as evidenced by the higher scores achieved in the second test. This small gain is impressive given the minimalist nature of the intervention. Davies and his colleagues are presently conducting a larger-scale study involving a pre-test, post-test arrangement and using web-based instructional materials in CAAM to differentiate experimental and control groups.

4.6 The Dwyer et al. Study

Dwyer, Hogan and Stewart (2009) conducted a small-scale quantitative experiment comparing the use of argument mapping and prose in relation to memory and comprehension of reading tasks. Their participants were 400 first year psychology students aged between 17-25 at the National University of Ireland. The procedure involved an initial lecture on critical thinking for all subjects, and in the following week, they completed verbal and spatial reasoning sub-tests of the Differential Aptitude Test. Participants were then randomly assigned to one of six study conditions. These were: 1) a 30-proposition text; 2) a 30-proposition colour argument map; 3) a 30-proposition monochrome argument map; 4) a 50-proposition text; 5) a 50-proposition colour argument map; and 6) a 50-proposition monochrome argument map. Memory was tested by asking subjects to complete a fill-in-the-blanks-type task, while comprehension was tested by if a given claim was supported by a sub-set of claims of a given proposition.

Results indicated that there were significant differences in favour of monochrome and colour argument maps compared to text in terms of memory comparison on a task. In general, memory was better for coloured argument maps compared to monochrome argument maps, and for both compared to text (p<0.05 for both). Memory and recall was also better for the small representations compared with the larger ones for all treatment groups (i.e., 30-proposition as opposed to 50-proposition, i.e., p<0.05 for all three). In the case of memory, initial testing also predicted memory performance. The authors conclude that: “when compared with traditional text-based information delivery methods, argument mapping significantly increases subsequent memory for arguments” (Dwyer, Hogan, & Stewart, 2009, p. 20).

In relation to reading comprehension, there was surprisingly little evidence that argument maps improved reading performance, and little prediction of performance based on initial verbal and spatial test scores. However, the experimenters explain this as follows: “it may be that over-and-above baseline reasoning ability and spontaneous critical thinking efforts of participants, the reading of argument maps does not motivate an additional tendency to critical engage with an argument, at least not for novice maps readers. Some training in the analysis of arguments—using argument maps as study materials—may be necessary to engage students in the deeper relational analysis of maps that is necessary for good performance on tests of comprehension” (Dwyer, et al., 2009, p. 20). The Dwyer, et al. study suggests a disassociation between memory and comprehension, but it also suggests (unsurprisingly) that the advantages of argument maps in terms of memory do not necessarily translate to comprehension without substantial training in critical thinking using LAMP. This was not a deficiency of this study, however, as it sought merely to assess the impact of argument mapping on memory and reading comprehension, and argument maps did appear to improve memory performance.

4.7 Other Studies

Davies conducted a small-scale qualitative study in the context of an Economics class to ascertain students’ views on the argument mapping method (Davies, 2009). The study consisted of 42 students in three separate tutorial groups. A single one-hour class on the argument mapping method, without the benefit of computers or the Rationale™ software, was given to each group, with instruction from the lecturer on using argument mapping to map a strand of an argument for a reading for that week’s tutorial. The reading for the week was a sustained and complex argument for the settlement of Australia on economic grounds (the class was in Australian Economic History). Students submitted their argument map for assessment, which was worth 10 percent of the assessment for that subject, and the lecturer was very pleased with the resulting work, which seemed considerably clearer and more focused than previous work for that subject.

Subsequently, the students were asked to complete a survey on the argument mapping method. The students responded positively to the statement: The material presented on argument mapping enhanced my understanding of the assessment task, 4.29 on a 5-point Likert scale (SD: 0.642), amongst similar results for a range of other survey statements, and approximately 80 percent of students responded overwhelmingly positively to the argument mapping method in open-ended, coded feedback comments. Even though obtaining and learning how to use the software was not a requirement, the students were sufficiently engaged to learn how to use it (Davies, 2009, p. 809). Interestingly, in a separate study of a similar nature, virtually identical qualitative results
were repeated using the argument mapping software Araucaria (Rowe, Macagno, Reed, & Walton, 2006). A trial of the Polish version of Araucaria yielded similarly promising results (Budzyńska, 2011).

There is ongoing work in CAAM around the world. There are a number of studies using CAAM in legal contexts (van Driel & Prakken, 2010; van Gelder, 2007), one paper noting that argument mapping “provides some support for the hypothesis that [argument visualisation software] may be useful in increasing a judge’s understanding of expert reports, and assisting him or her in asking the proper questions to the expert” (p. 7). Others have identified the value of CAAM in solving legal cases (Pickwart, Loll, & McLaren, 2010). This work is underway and trialing this approach in different contexts (Scheuer, Loll, & v.
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ences, fallacies or syllogisms. The claim is rather that this approach might well be supplemented and energised by more modern approaches that harness the intuitive appeal of the philosophical approach but which also bring advantages of a different kind.

The cognitive psychology approach, as the name suggests, is grounded in the psychological sciences. It stresses the performative aspects of being a critical thinker. This approach focuses on how people actually think under normal conditions of everyday life, and how it might be possible to expand and apply these skills to other learning domains. It assumes that competence in critical thinking arises for the situational contexts and practices inherent in the educational environment to which we expose students. On this view, we certainly learn to be critical thinkers by dedicated practice; but also by the evolution-primed innate talents we bring to the task, and the situational context of the learning domains to which we are exposed by our teachers. The generic ability to “think critically” is not a formally taught ability drawn merely from exposure to syllogisms, and fallacies, and practice applying and recognising these in novel contexts. It is a result of application of skills in domain-specific learning tasks that have been internalised, and then generalised and applied to other tasks within quite different learning domains. This approach lists the skills, procedures and dispositions of the critical thinker, and emphasises the importance of applying these skills. However, on the downside, it is in principle possible on this approach to follow the steps and not think critically.

The educational taxonomy approach provides a set of categories, of which Bloom’s information-processing taxonomy of skills is the most notable example. It lists “comprehension” at the bottom, and “evaluation” at the top of the taxonomical hierarchy, and stresses the importance of classroom practice as the key method of instruction. But it is not clear how Bloom’s categories guide instruction in critical thinking on their own, and the categories themselves are vague and imprecise.

The visualisation approach is a relatively modern approach that marshals the use of visuo-spatial tools and techniques in teaching the argument analysis component of critical thinking. Most recently this approach has utilised computer software packages (e.g., Rationale™, iLogos and Araucaria, amongst others), to represent inferential connections that are often not made explicit in informal reasoning. The approach claims that visualisation of reasoning aids in teaching critical thinking. This is so for a number of reasons:

• It allows off-loading of complex representational information that is hard to store in the brain given the innate limitations of human memory and concentration.
• It recognises the importance of the transparency of tacit information, and dual coding, i.e., both prose and visual forms of representation, to ensure that full advantage is made of the human cognitive apparatus.

The appeal of the philosophical approach but which also bring advantages of a different kind.

• It maximises use of a variety of visual display techniques. This includes colours, labelling, hierarchical structuring and tiering, “umbrella” shading to show co-premises, and immediate representational accessibility (as opposed to the sequential presentation typical in prose), amongst a host of other features (see Part I of this paper, Davies, 2012). All these allow for ease of cognitive processing compared to the burden imposed by the written word when dealing with complex arguments.
• Moreover, the use of visuo-spatial displays, in the form of argument maps, constitutes greater usability for the person engaged in critical thinking. It is argued that this is as important a revolution as the word processor in representing thought, compared to earlier technologies such the ballpoint pen and the typewriter (van Gelder, 2007).

• Argument maps also provide a natural complement to an otherwise inefficient and ill-equipped cognitive system, augmenting what the brain can do, albeit imperfectly. In particular, it allows structured diagrams and statements to do the work that complex sentences and paragraphs previously had to do, allowing flexibility so the human can do further, more important, analytical work (van Gelder, 2007).

• Finally, argument maps also foster greater semi-formality, allowing complex inferences to be represented in the transparent and more intelligible format of natural languages, compared to the dense and far less natural representations afforded by systems of formal logic (van Gelder, 2007).

In addition, if the small number of recent empirical and qualitative studies is any guide, the visualisation approach also appears to work. Evidence seems to show that:

1. CAAM results in greater critical thinking gains compared to other approaches, as measured by a standard, well-validated tests of critical thinking (the CCTST);
2. These studies have been replicated in a number of institutions, and under a variety of educational test conditions, all appearing to show comparable gains;
3. In addition to the consistently high experimental gains demonstrated (albeit from a small number of studies), there is qualitative support. Students themselves appear to think both that their critical thinking skills have improved, and that they can see application of CAAM in areas beyond the immediate classroom. This appears to demonstrate some degree of data triangulation.

Given the demonstrated advantages of CAAM, it might seem that should be a very popular way to view the teaching of critical thinking, and may have great appeal amongst educators and philosophers alike. However, while there is historical precedent in the natural use of appropriate technologies for other purposes; for example, using
calculators to do complex mathematical problems, CAAM is still very under-utilised and under-developed. Only a few enthusiasts worldwide work with argument mapping in critical thinking courses, and there is little evidence of widespread take-up even amongst the critical thinking community. Why this is so remains a mystery to the present author.

6. The Methods of Instruction in Teaching Critical Thinking: An Overview

As we have seen, the other approaches to the teaching of critical thinking variously emphasise practice, formal instruction, situated cognition, and evolutionary psychology as important influences on the method of critical thinking instruction. What are the factors influencing the methods of instruction on the visualisation approach?

In the visual approach adopted, a number of influences predominate. Practice is clearly a key requirement, as is formal instruction in argument mapping methodology. As discussed earlier, the LAMP approach, and the deliberative practice hypothesis, emphasises the critical importance of workshop activities where argument mapping is practiced under supervision, and where mapping exercises are graded and graduated, eventually building to greater levels of expertise.

Moreover, the visualisation approach is cognisant of situated cognition. It is recognised that practical activities should be situated in context and in a variety of learning domains. Rather than evaluating stock syllogisms and fallacies, which is the basis of the philosophical approach, the visualisation approach emphasises that “real” arguments, expressed in authentic prose, be considered objects of analysis, discussion and evaluation. Discipline-based arguments should also be considered once the basics of argument mapping are clear to students and they have gained a modest degree of proficiency.

Finally, the visualisation approach pays due attention to the innate limitations of human cognition and principles of evolutionary psychology (Cosmides & Tooby, 2013), with explicit recognition that the brain requires augmentation by means of a dedicated tool for the purpose of representing arguments in visual form. While practice is emphasised over theory and formal training in CAAM, the visualisation approach sees all influences on method of instruction as being important contributing factors. I believe that this makes the visualisation approach to critical thinking a richer, and broader approach; one which is cognisant of the various factors relevant to teaching of critical thinking than the other approaches outlined in this paper. This is summarised in the table above.

7. Conclusion

This paper discussed the three traditional approaches to the teaching of critical thinking, and the factors influencing the methods of instruction adopted by each approach. The paper presented an alternative approach, the visualisation approach, focusing on computer-aided argument mapping, or CAAM (using Rationale™) as an exemplar of this approach. The paper documented the methodology, the design principles, and the CAAM pedagogy. The paper also outlined the arguments and evidence for the effectiveness of CAAM, concentrating on the empirical data demonstrating solid gains in critical thinking using CAAM, but also mentioning the theoretical support, and reflections of the students using both the CAAM approach and the Rationale™ software. Finally, the paper compared the four main approaches to the teaching of critical thinking, noting that the visualisation approach adopts all the main influences on the method of instruction, resulting in it being a broader, more embracing, approach to the teaching of critical thinking.

It remains to recommend the visualisation approach, in the guise of computer-aided argument mapping, as a viable approach for instructors. Given the paucity of evidence that university education improves critical thinking skills, and the laudable aim of improving the critical thinking skills of students (thereby equipping them for the challenges of the twenty-first century), new approaches are clearly needed. CAAM may well be an approach whose time has come.
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